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Abstract Computer vision systems, such as "seeing" robots, aimed at function- 
ing robustly in a natural environment rich on information benefit from relying 
on multiple cues. Then the problem of integrating these become central. Existing 
approaches to cue integration have typically been based on physical and math- 
ematical models for each cue and used estimation and optimization methods to 
fuse the parameterizations of these models. 
In this paper we consider an approach for fusion that does not rely on the un- 
derlying models for each cue. It is based on a simple binary voting scheme. A 
particular feature of such a scheme is that also incommensurable cues, such as 
intensity and surface orientation, can be fused in a direct way. Other features are 
that uncertainties and the normalization of them is avoided. Instead, consensus of 
several cues is considered as non-accidental and used as support for hypotheses 
of whatever structure is sought for. It is shown that only a small set of cues need 
to agree to obtain a reliable output. 
We apply the proposed technique to finding instances of planar surfaces in binoc- 
ular images, without resorting to scene reconstruction or segmentation. The re- 
suits are of course not comparable to the best results that can be obtained by com- 
plete scene reconstruction. However, they provide the most obvious instances of 
planes also with rather crude assumptions and coarse algorithms. Even though 
the precise extent of the planar patches is not derived good overall hypotheses are 
obtained. 
Our work applies voting schemes beyond earlier attempts, and also approaches 
the cue integration problem in a novel manner. Although further research is needed 
to establish the full applicability of our technique our results so far seem quite 
useful. 
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1 Introduction 

Our understanding o f  the fundamental principles o f  computer vision has increased con- 
siderably in recent years. Techniques incorporating sophisticated mathematical ,  physi-  
cal and perceptual models  provide an emerging theory o f  computational  vision. Despite 
this, it is wel l -known that progress is slow when it comes to the development o f  robust 
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vision systems, such as robots using vision to guide their actions, or other systems that 
use machine vision in real world situations. This has among other things lead to re- 
search in performance characterization, but such research does not address the problem 
of robustly functioning vision systems per se. 

In formulating the goals for computer vision we often resort to the capabilities of  
biological vision systems, especially the human visual system: since we are capable of  
performing certain visual tasks in unstructured or unknown environments we expect 
machine vision systems to perform in a similar way. What is often not explicitly noted, 
though, is that the human system is able to capitalize on available information in an 
efficient way, since it runs a number of  different processes in parallel. Hence, it can 
use information from e.g. luminance, color, shape, motion and stereopsis depending on 
what can be observed. The use, integration and selection of multiple cues is therefore 
an important problem to study in the context of  computer vision systems. 

It is characteristic that almost all of  the research on cue integration has been model- 
based in the sense that a mathematical model for each of the cues is developed and a 
parametric approach is used for combination of the cues. Many of  the fusion methods 
are based on underlying physical models or optimization theory, see for example Clark 
and Yuille (1990), and B~lthoff and MaUot (1987). Through application of  mathemat- 
ically well-defined models it becomes possible to apply standard mathematical tech- 
niques from estimation or optimization theory. Unfortunately it is often difficult if  not 
impossible to verify or estimate the validity of  the underlying mathematical/physical 
models. Moreover, such approaches assume that the estimated information measures 
are of  commensurable types. Typically such methods have been used for surface recon- 
struction, fusing estimates of  depth and surface orientation pointwise. 

In this paper we investigate to what extent it is possible to use a model-free approach 
to cue integration. In a model free cue integration framework the cues are integrated 
without use of  any mathematical model that relies on the underlying physical phenom- 
ena. This does not imply that each cue to be integrated cannot rely on a model. Actually 
it is difficult to imagine a cue estimator that does not utilize a model. However, the 
fusion of  the different cues relies on simple combination of the different cues. The hy- 
pothesis is that such a technique allows reliable estimation of features given that a large 
number of  estimates are available. The consensus among the estimates is considered to 
be more likely than the accidental co-occurrence of  incorrect estimates. To verify this 
hypothesis voting techniques are used for fusion of different cues. 

The paper is organized as follows. Initially the methodology of  voting based fusion 
is outlined. It is then described how these voting techniques can be used for classifi- 
cation and cue estimation. Having presented the overall framework it is described how 
the methodology can be used for estimation of planar surfaces. A set of  different cue 
estimators, available from our own work and in the literature is outlined and a sim- 
ple integration technique is presented. It is demonstrated how improved performance 
is achieved for a number of  different (complex) scenes. Finally the contributions are 
summarized and several issues for future research are outlined. 
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2 Voting Methods 

Many different methods for integration of information have been suggested in the lit- 
erature, as for example described in (Bloch, 1996) and (Lam and Suen, 1997). These 
method have primarily been used for pattern recognition. Voting methods has been used 
as a model-free approach to recognition. Within the domain of voting several possible 
approaches are outlined in (Parhami, 1994). 

For integration of information there is a need for a common estimation/classification 
space 0.  One can then think of each cue estimator c as a mapping: 

c : o [o, 1]. (1) 

The estimation space may for example be 3-space or the image plane. I.e., we can 
estimate the presence of a particular feature at a given location in the image, which for 
example is the approach used in many image segmentation methods. 

In terms of voting there are several possible methods that can be used. If  each, of 
the n, cue estimators (vi) produce a binary vote for a single class (i.e. present or not 
present) a set of thresholding schemes can be used: 

Unanimity: E vi( O) = n 
Byzantine: Y.vi(O) > 2n 

n Majority: Y.vi(O) > ~ . 

If  each cue estimator is allowed to vote for multiple classes, and the maximum vote 
is used to designate the final classification, the voting scheme is denoted consensus 
voting. I.e., the class 0 ~ is chosen according to: 

6(0') = max{6(0)10 e 0}. (2) 

Where 8 is the combination method, which for example could be simple addition of the 
votes. 

A general class of voting schemes, known as weighted consensus voting, is defined 
by 

Definition 1 (m-out-of-n voting) 
A m-out-of-n voting scheme, V : | ~ [0, 1], where n is the number of  cue estimators, 
is defined in the following way: 

where 

V(O) = { A(cl(O),o ...,cn(O)) ifotherwise)~fl=l vi(O) ~ m; (3) 

is the voting function and A : [0, 1] n -+ [0, 1] is a function for combining the confidence 
for each estimator. [] 

1 i f  ci(0) > 0; 
vi(O) = 0 otherwise for i =  1 .... ,n. (4) 
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A cue estimator can here give a vote for a given class, 0, if the output of  the estimator 
is > 0. I f m  or more cues vote for a given class 0 the value is estimated using the fusion 
method A. As an example multiple cues may be used for estimation ofplanarity. I f  more 
than m cues suggest the presence of a planar structure the orientation is estimated using 
A. The motivation for not using simple averaging is that the different cues might have 
different levels of  uncertainty associated, these can be taken into account by the fusion 
operator A. 

3 Cue Integration Using Fusion 

In its most basic form cue integration can be carried out through simple majority or m- 
out-of-n voting. To accommodate this a common voting space must be set up. For image 
based cue integration it is convenient to use the image space. I.e., for each pixel the 
different estimators vote for a particular characteristic. In addition to spatial coordinates 
the space must also include dimensions corresponding to the possible outcomes. It is 
here important to note that cues can be divided into two categories. 

Qualitative classes 
Quantitative descriptors 

For the qualitative cues the voting space is augmented by a dimension corresponding 
to the possible classes. For figure-ground segmentation the axes would be (x, y,  {fig- 
ure, background}). As different cues might provide different types of  output it is here 
necessary to chose the lowest common denominator as the basis for the voting space. 
Each cue will then provide a binary vote specifying class membership. Subsequently 
the voting space is thresholded and the class membership is determined. For the quan- 
titative estimators the voting space is augmented by dimensions corresponding to the 
cardinality of  the parameter space. 

One problem that must be observed is that it is not sufficient to use point based 
votes. Hence a cue estimator should provide a vote for the entire region that was used 
for computation of a cue as different cues otherwise migth vote at different locations in 
voting space which in the end might lead to non-robust output. In some situations it is 
further of  interest to vote in a neighborhood of the determined cue position to ensure 
robustness. This is illustrated in Figure 1. I f  an estimate of  the reliability of  different 
cues is available, for example from empirical evaluation, it is possible to estimate the 
reliability of  the integrated representation. For binary cue estimators each cue can be 
modeled as Bernoulli random variable. The combination of different cues can then be 
estimated by the combination 

~ .P(V(V l ,V2 , . . . )  = i) (5) 
i>m 

where f) denotes possible combination of cues to achieve i-out-of-m votes. P denotes 
the corresponding probability. I f  the cues can be considered as independent and of  equal 
reliability the sum turn into a cumulative binomial. The formula above can be used 
to demonstrate that voting based cue integration can improve reliability considerably 
even if a small number of  cues are in agreement. The relationship between m-out-of-5 
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Figurel: Use o f  a neighborhood voting 
scheme to ensure that slight differences be- 
tween different cues do not result in an un- 
stable classification. 

�9 , -  a ~  

~ 
number of cues allowed to fail 

Figure2: Reliability as a function o f  the num- 
ber o f  cue estimators that are allowed to fail. 
The reliability is plotted for  the values O. 6, O. 7 
and O. 8, respectively. 

voting and cue reliability is shown in Figure 2 It is here immediately obvious that good 
realiability can be achieved if only 2 out of 5 cues are in agreement, even if they on the 
average fail 60% of the time. 

One disadvantage of the above approach is that the voting is carried out in a space 
that is common to all cue estimators. This implies that extra information that might be 
available from some of  the estimators is discarded. 

This problem can be circumvented by using a hierarchical approach. The voting 
space is now the super-set of the output from all estimators. Each estimator then carries 
out voting is a sub-set of the full voting space. An initial segmentation/classification is 
then again carried out in the common voting space, as outlined above. Once a classi- 
fication has been performed the actual fusion is then carried out in the full space. The 
combination of different cues is here performed using the fusion operator A mentioned 
in Section 2. 

Such an approach can for example be used for in motion estimation. Some of the 
cue estimators might only specify motion/stationary for different regions in the im- 
age, while others like optical flow might specify the perpendicular or full optical flow. 
Finally feature based approaches might indicate motion for particular features. All of 
these cue estimators will vote for motion/no-motion, but some of them will in addition 
vote for a particular velocity and direction of motion for each pixel/region. The ini- 
tial classification is then performed to locate regions that might have moving objects. 
Subsequently the parametric information is fused using the fusion operator. The fusion 
might either be simple averaging. If  confidence information is available for each of  the 
cue estimators this might even be taken into account. 

A third approach is to use (simple) binary cues for hypothesis generation. Once 
regions of interest have been hypothesized the richer cues can be used for a more de- 
tailed/accurate estimation. 
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4 Estimation of Planar Surfaces 

The demonstration task that we have chose for the fusion process is to find planar sur- 
face regions in the image. This is by itself an important task especially in robot vision. 
By examining local depth and surface orientation cues in the images, the strength of 
the support from these local cues, the number of image points supporting it, and, above 
all, the number of different cues that support planarity, we rapidly generate hypotheses 
about planarity without actually reconstructing the surface or segmenting any image or 
surface. 

In the present implementation we are using point based disparities in a multi-point 
matching framework, perspective distortion of texture pattern assuming weak isotropy, 
algebraic invariants of five matched points, grey level homogeneity, and monocular 
junction angles. We will now briefly describe these techniques. 

4.1 Cue Estimation Methods 

Junction estimation Line and junction finding is based on an edge detection algo- 
rithm with sub-pixel accuracy derived from an improved version of Canny's algorithm 
(Canny, 1986). The edges are post-processed by a polygonal approximation scheme 
(Bengtsson and Eklundh, 1991), and these polygons are then examined and junctions 
are extracted. Junctions are defined as intersections of  (possibly extended) straight edge 
elements. Each junction is represented by two line segments and their intersection point. 
In cases where more than two edge elements meet at the same point, each edge pair is 
represented by one junction. Hence, in terms of the junction classification schemes pro- 
posed for instance by Sugihara (1986) and Malik (1987), our junctions are L-junctions. 
T-junctions and Y-junctions are represented by two and three L-junctions respectively. 

Perspective distortion of texture patterns The basic principle of shape-from-texture 
is to use the observed perspective distortion of the texture pattern to estimate the param- 
eters of  the distorting transformation. We are using a two-dimensional second moment 
matrix for estimating local linear 1 distortion evaluating orientational disparities of local 
brightness patterns in the surface and its image, as defined in Lindeberg and GArding 
(1993): 

/~s = (/all/~12~ [ L 2 LxLy'~ 
\/221 /122] = Eq k LxLy L2y ) = Eq( (VL)(VL)T ) 

where L : ~2 __+ ~ be the brightness image, VL = (Lx,Ly) T andEq denotes an averaging 
operator centered at q = (x,y) r E ]R 2 . Eq is defined as the local weighted mean using a 
Gaussian as a symmetric and normalized window function. We assume weak isotropy, 
i.e. that there is no single preferred direction in the surface texture, see GArding (1993). 

I As Gfirding and Lindeberg (1996) showed, it is sufficient to consider the linear part of the 
perspective distortion to reconstruct properties of the surface and/or viewing geometry. 
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Homogeneous Intensity Distribution Barring shadows and specularities a planar uni- 
colored surface generally gives rise to a region in the image in which the intensity varies 
at most linearly along cross sections of the region. This is of  course a rather crude in- 
dication of planarity but since it does provide the correct information in some cases it 
can be used as a weak cue in the spirit of  our framework. To apply it we need a way to 
establish linear variation. 

Using least squares to fit n data points (xi,Yi), i = 1..n to a modely(x) = y(x, al...am ) 
that has m adjustable parameters aj , j  = 1..m, means to 

n 

minimize over al ..am: E(y i  -y(xi;al . . a m ) )  2 �9 

i = 1  

Supposing that each data point Yi has a measurement error that is independently 
random and distributed as a normal distribution around the "true" model ofy(x),  and 
supposing that the standard deviations c of  these normal distributions are the same for 
all points, means that the least-square fitting is a maximum likelihood estimation of the 
fitted parameter. The maximum likelihood estimate of  the model parameters is obtained 
by minimizing the quantity 

Z2 1 n = -~ E y i - y ( x i ; a l  ...am) 2. 
i = 1  

In cases, where the uncertainties associated with the set of  measurements are not 
known in advance, considerations related to Z 2 fitting may be used to derive a value for 
o. Using the same assumptions, we can proceed by first assigning an arbitrary constant 
cl to all points, fitting the model parameters by minimizing Z 2 and finally recomputing 

02 - 1 ~.(yi_y(xi))2" (6) 
n - -  m ~-~.= 

Obviously, this approach prohibits an independent assessment of  goodness-of-fit, 
however, at least some kind of measurement error can be assigned to the points. 

In principle one could use analogous simple tests to find support for a regular tex- 
tured planar patch. Such information exists in some of our experiments, but have not 
been used so far. 

5-polnt invariant In the case that a set of  3D points, X/ i=l..n, lie on a plane, then 
without loss of  generality, the z coordinate of  X,- can be chosen as zero. The general 
projection between world and image then reduces to a 3x3 matrix, a plane projective 
transformation. 

Eight parameters are required to define this 2D projective transformation matrix up 
to an arbitrary scale factor. 

There are a number of  algebraic invariants to plane projective transformations, like 
the cross-ratio of  four points on a line, on five points, a conic and two points, or two con- 
ics (see Weiss (1988); Mundy and Zisserman (1992)). We are using five points to cal- 
culate algebraic invariants. Two functionally independent invariants can be constructed 
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for five points A], i = 1..n, in a plane, of which no three are co-linear 

IS13411s1251 ,z2 = 18124[182351 

11 -  1812411S1351 iS23411S1251 

where Sijk = (Xi,Xj,Xk) with X/= (xi,Yi, 1) r and ISI the determinant of S. These invari- 
ants are ratios of ratios of areas. 

Disparity The disparity gradient depends on the viewing geometry and the local sur- 
face orientation. A reasonably accurate approximation of the disparity field depends on 
the shape of the surface. Introducing the small baseline approximation 2 the scene struc- 
ture can be determined without knowing the viewing geometry up to a relief transfor- 
mation. As the relief transformations preserves depth ordering, shape judgments such 
as planar-curved or convex-concave can be performed without resolving the relief am- 
biguity. 

Planar patches in the world often have polygonal shapes, or partly polygonal bound- 
aries. Hence they contain sets of L-junctions and these sometimes form right angles. 
This can be used as a cue in stereopsis in the following way. A corresponding pair 
of junctions defines one positional disparity (between the intersection points) and two 
orientation disparities (between the edge elements). In combination with partial infor- 
mation about the viewing geometry, this information is sufficient for computing the 
local surface orientation (see Wildes, 1991; Jones and Malik, 1992; G&ding and Lin- 
deberg, 1994). 

To solve the correspondence problem, i.e. to match the junctions in the left and 
right images, we use Pollard et al.'s (1985) PMF algorithm. This algorithm evaluates 
match candidates based on the support from neighboring match candidates that satisfy 
the disparity gradient limit constraint, which is motivated both by computational con- 
siderations and psychophysical findings about human binocular vision (see Burt and 
Julesz, 1980; Tyler, 1973). 

We are using multi-point matching described in (Li, 1989) for matching single im- 
age points. Multi-point matching matches a group of points from one image to the other 
of a stereo pair at the same time. This group of points usually forms a regular grid in one 
image and most likely irregularly distributed corresponding points in the other image. 
These grid points are connected to each other by the finite element method via bilinear 
functions. 

Using ML estimators for texture estimation When applying a shape-from-texture 
algorithms or any disparity-based method for calculation on the imaged scene structure, 
we assume that there is enough texture in the image (to find corresponding points etc.). 
If  this is not the case, the calculations give none or any arbitrary result. 

This can of course be determined by evaluating certainties of various sorts. A simple 
approach is to apply ~2 fitting to detect the cases when there is no reasonable texture at 
a specific location in an image. We try to fit a plane to a set of points in the image and 
test the goodness-of-fit of the found plane parameters. The "measurement errors" given 

2 see G~rding and Lindeberg (1994) 
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by cr 2 (formula (6)) will give a direct indication how good the intensities really fit to the 
plane. If  c is small (approximately less than 6-8 pixels in our cases), it means that the 
intensity level changes linearly in a neighborhood and that there is no (or hardly any) 
texture in the image. This gives rise to the assumption that there is a uniformly colored 
planar surface in this region. 

As a first step, we check the image points only along a line and try to fit a line to the 
image intensities. The goodness-of-fit is calculated using formula (6) with M -- 2 and 
yi(xi; al, a2) = alxi -b a2. Figure 3 shows examples. 

Figure3: In these images shown to the left, 4junctions have been selected and in their inside area 
checked for  linear intensity changes. Each diagram shows the gray levels along the half-angle and 
a neighboring line to the left and right, as well as the least-square approximation o f  the intensities 
to a straight line. The linear approximation to the intensities result in very small errors in the first 
image, while the approximations are highly erroneous in the second image with its highly textured 
surfaces. 

4.2 Cue Integration 

The general idea is a hypothesis-and-test approach which uses a quick and simple to 
compute cue exploiting local image data to get an idea whether a planar surface is seen 
in the image and at what location this surface is situated. Having found an indication, 
other cues will be used to support or reject the hypothesis. The results of  the differ- 
ent cues are then combined. While coinciding results from different cues give strong 
support for the existence of  a planar surface in the image, contradicting results are not 
that easy to interpret. Because each cue might give wrong results due to singularities, 
inconvenient input data or outliers, the cue selection and the subsequent combination of  
the results from different cues are essential. 

We are using junctions for generating the hypothesis. Junctions in an image are in 
general good hints for planar surfaces in the vicinity, although they don't provide direct 
information about their location. The longer the legs of the junctions are, the more 
likely it is, that there is a planar surface adjacent to them due to the increased support 
for linearity and decreased support for an accidental view. The planar surface can be 
expected to lie between the two edges of a junction (i.e. enclosed by the smaller angle 
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formed by the two legs), but it does not have to. Figure (4) shows where planar surfaces 
can be expected in the vicinity of  a junction. 

This way of generating hypotheses 
seems to be non-robust in the sense that it 
does only provide hypotheses when clear 
junctions are visible in the image. This 
is of course not valid for general images, 
but it proved to be sufficiently good for 
indoor scenes, where planes and objects 
are having clear straight boundaries typi- 
cal for man-madde environments. Never- 
theless, other hypothesis generation meth- 
ods should be investigated in the future. 

Having the hypothesis, we examine 
local surface orientation cues in the im- 
age region of  the hypothesis and classify 
the shape of the image region on the basis 

3 

'i / +--- junction 

4 . . . . . . . . .  ' l 

Figure4: There are four  convex regions in the 
vicinity o f  a junction where to look for  planar 
surfaces (around the four  dashed lines). 

of the output of the cues. Like most other visual processes for computing shape, our 
cues are dependent on the availability of texture or visible surface markings. Neither 
multi-point matching (MPM) nor shape-from-texture (WSM) or algebraic invariants 
(5PT) can be computed reliably if there is no such information is available in the in- 
vestigated region. Even though MPM and and WSM always give a surface orientation 
output, the results are unreliable if no texture information is available. 

Therefore we first test in a rather crude way whether there may be texture informa- 
tion available in the investigated image or not. We use a maximum likelihood estimator 
as described in Section 4.1 to test the homogeneity of the intensity distribution in the 
image region. Having found that the least-square fit of  a linear approximation of the 
intensities results in very small errors it is assumed that the intensity distribution in the 
investigated region is quite homogeneous and thus not enough texture information is 
available to reliably calculate other cues. In this case we do not calculated any further 
cue and have thus no further information about the shape of the image region. 

T h e  o u t p u t  o f  the  d i f f e r e n t  c u e s  Each of the described cues gives an estimate of 
the planarity if the investigated image region. The estimation space is | = {1yes - 
p lanarr ,  I no - not p lanar l} .  

The investigated image region is then divided into several sub-patches. Multi-point 
matching is applied on each of these sub-patches and the resulting orientation estimates 
are compared. If they are clustering to one orientation the region is estimated as being 
planar else the hypothesis is rejected. The same approach is applied for the monocular 
shape-from-texture cue. 

If  junction pairs are available which appear to be right angles, the orientation is 
estimated for these pairs. If  they are clustering to one orientation the region is estimated 
as being p lanar ,  else as notp lanar .  

If  there are five or more matched image points in the hypothesis region of which 
no three are linear dependent of  each other, the algebraic five-point invariant of  these 
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points is calculated. The cue is voting for planarity if the two invariants are the same in 
the left and right image, else it is voting against planarity. If  more than five points are 
available, at most nmax invariant pairs are tested on randomly chosen 5-tuples. The cue 
votes for planarity if at least one 5-tuple is found which invariants are equal in the right 
and left image, else it votes against planarity. 

The ML texture estimator gives its output dependent on the "measurement error" cr 
(see formula 6) of  a linear approximation of the intensities in the image region. Rea- 
sonable thresholds for ~ dividing reasonable texture available from not enough texture 
available are lying in our examples between 8 and 15. In our experiments, we have set 
the threshold to 15, thus having ~ > 15 results in a positive answer while c < 15 results 
in not enough texture available for  further processing. 

The m-out-of-n voting scheme: For combining the visual cues, we were investigating 
several voting methods. The most simple method checked for rejections of  the hypothe- 
ses only: if no cue rejects the hypothesis of a planar surface patch in the investigated re- 
gion, the outcome of  the voting scheme is in favor of the hypothesis. Figure 5a shows the 
result of  this method testing 15 images with 63 generated hypotheses. Alltogether 69% 
of all hypotheses were classified correctly, but also 14% false alarms occured, where 
non-planar surface patches were classified as planar. Nevertheless the performance of  
this non-rejection method was better than the simple m-out-of-n voting scheme. The 
results of  simple m-out-of-n voting method is shown in Figure 5b. At best we got 65% 
correct classifications with 19% false alarms. First with introducing the ML texture esti- 
mator and the assumption that no texture informtion is due to uniformly colored planar 
surfaces, the success rate went up to 80%. The results of these test are shown in Figure 
5c. 

Choosing a voting strategy is a trade-off, between high success rate and low false 
alarm rate. We chose the 2-out-of-4 voting with slightly less success rate (78%) but 
significantly lower false alarm rate (12%) than the 1-out-of-4 voting (success rate: 80%, 
false alarm rate: 19%). 

5 Experimental Evaluation 

Having collected the outcome of the different cues, we apply an m-out-of-n voting 
scheme as described in Section 2. The properties of this m-out-of-n voting scheme will 
be illustrated using several natural images of  indoor scenes. We apply in all cases the 
voting scheme as described above with n = 4 cues and m = 2, i.e. we demand at leaast 
2 out of four cues voting for planarity in order to reach a positive consent. The cue for 
initialising the hypothesis is not counted in this voting scheme. 

The result of the first experiment is shown in Figure 6. The images (a) and (b) show 
the left an right images respectively. The extracted junctions can be seen in the images 
(c) and (d). Junctions with a length of less than 10 pixels are discarded in the calcu- 
lations and are not seen in the images. Image (e) shows than the ten largest junctions 
(in area) found in the images. The regions described by these junctions are used as 
hypotheses for planar surface patches. 
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FigureS: Different voting methods have been tested on 15 images with 63 generated hypothe- 
ses: Green and blue are the hypotheses, which are classified correctly as planar and not planar 
respectively, red and yellow are the hypotheses classified wrongly as planar and not planar re- 
spectively. Image (a) shows the results o f  the simplest 'no rejection' test. As soon as no cue 
votes against planarity of  the hypothesis region, the voting mechanism outputs planarity. Image 
(b) shows the results o f  n-out-of4 voting (for n = 1 ..4) and image (c) applies n-out-of-4 voting 
scheme under the consideration of  the assumption that 'no texture is due to a uniformly colored 
planar surface ". 

Figure6: mxli/plan3: The images (a) and (b) show the left an right images respectively. The 
extracted junctions can be seen in the images (c) and (d). Image (e) shows than the ten largest 
junctions (in area) found in the images. The regions described by these junctions are used as 
hypotheses for planar surface patches. Image 09 is the result of  combining the tested hypotheses: 
3 different planar surface have been found. 

It is clearly visible that the most obvious planar surface are found by the hypothesis 
generation. The Table 1 shows that in all cases except one at least two cues supported 
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mxlUplan3 
No. the cueslvoting 

1 1011 1 
2 1110 1 
3 1011 1 
4 1011 1 
5 1011 1 
6 1101 1 
7 1001 1 
8 0011 1 
9 1000 0 

10 1101 1 

TableSTV 
No The cues voting 

1 0100  0 
2 xxxx x 
3 xxxx x 

Table1: mxli/plane3: The m-out-of-n voting 
scheme succeeds for  all ten hypotheses. Hy- 
pothesis number 9, describing the front sur- 
face o f  the box, does not contain any textured 
pattern. The cues fail to give reliable results, 
but the ML texture estimator detects this case 
correctly. 

Table2: TableSTE" The majority o f  cues 
votes against planarity in the first region and 
thus is the result o f  the voting process. In re- 
gion 2 and 3 no voting takes place as the ML 
estimator indicates that there is not sufficient 
texture information available. 

the hypothesis and thus the voting gives a positive result. The case where the voting 
does not come to the conclusion of investigating a planar surface (junction number 9) 
is the junction describing the front surface of the box. This surface does not contain 
any textured pattern. This case is detected by the ML texture estimator and thus re- 
jected from the voting procedure from the beginning. The assumption that no texture 
information indicates "most probably" a uniformly colored planar surface is true in this 
case. 

The second experiment is an example where planar surfaces do not provide any tex- 
ture information. The ML texture estimator classifies them correctly. In the plot below 
each region of  Figure 7 you see the gray values along a cut through the region and it's 
approximation by a linear function. The goodness-of-fit of  the linear approximation is 
expressed by the error o -2 (see formula 6). Because regions (b) and (c) do not contain 
sufficient texture information, we do not proceed with further cues. They would not give 
reliable results due to this lack of  information. We assume that no texture means uni- 
formly colored planar surface. The voting on the outcome of  the cues is the first region 
result in a correct negative answer, as shown in Table 2. This shows that we can detect 
whether there is sufficient intensity variation in the investigated image region and thus 
whether the applied cues can provide reasonable results. The voting scheme succeeds 
accordingly. 

The assumption that missing texture information is due to a uniformly colored pla- 
nar region is not generally true. The image in Figure 8 shows a counter example, where 
this assumption fails. We applied this assumption because in our experiments in man- 
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made environments this was almost always true (the only exceptions were especially 
designed to fail here). 

Figure7: TableSTV: Three hypotheses for  planar surfaces. The region in (a) is a coincidence 
junction from shadows, while the regions in (b) and (c) are part o f  planar surfaces. Looking at 
the texture information available in the regions, we see a remarkable difference: while the first 
region does contain intensity variations in the grey values, the second and third region do almost 
not. 

When investigating 
image regions which 
contain more than one 
planar surface, as for 
example in Image 9c, 
the results of the vot- 
ing scheme get less reli- 
able. The hypothesis in 
image 9c comprises two 
distinct but well estab- 
lished planar surfaces. 
The five-point invariant 
is point-based and is 
only testing for a pla- 

Figure8: Baballe: An example where there is no texture information 
available in the image but the assumption is wrong, that this is due 
to a uniformly colored planar region. 

narity. If  there are five points lying on one of the two visible planes, the cue will vote 
for planarity. The result of the m-out-of-n voting scheme is also in favor of the pla- 
nar surface, even though it is wrong. Multi-point matching and shape-from-texture are 
testing for a common set of surface orientations in the image regions. The threshold 
for their majority based decision is in our experiments set to 2/3 (Byzantine major- 
ity); they should therefore vote against a single planar surface in most cases of multiple 
planar surfaces in a region. Tests on a series of images (see Figure 9 where together 
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13 hypothesis regions contained more than one planar surface resulted in four wrong 
classifications, i.e. the voting scheme voted four times wrongly for planarity. 

Figure9: Image (b) shows the generated hypotheses for image (a). The hypothesis in (c) com- 
prises two distinct planar surfaces. 

6 Summary and discussion 

In this paper we have considered a model-free voting based approach to cue integration. 
It is motivated by the intent to develop vision systems, such as "seeing" robots, that are 
capable of  functioning robustly in an unknown environment rich on information. In 
such a case the consensus between different sources of  information tend to give reliable 
output, even if each source is based on crude assumptions and rather coarse algorithms. 

Notably, it is quite common that visually observable structure or objects stand out 
from their environment in several ways, such as with regard to depth, surface orien- 
tation, speed, motion direction, color and luminance. For instance, depth or motion 
discontinuities often co-occur with reflectance, illumination and orientation discontinu- 
ities An approach like the one we use is well suited to such cases. It can in particular be 
applied when we want to recognize a certain type of structure, such as planar surfaces 
or prespecified motion patterns. 

An approach of this type will of  course never be as precise and powerful as more 
sophisticated methods for scene reconstruction and segmentation, e.g. using uncertain- 
ties. However, it can provide results when cues are incommensurable and it also avoids 
problems with normalizing the uncertainties obtained with different processes. This is 
of  particular importance when there is no information at all about the cue. Moreover, 
the most obvious occurrences of  the desired structure generally pop out, which is not 
always the case in conventional segmentation methods. Hence, an approach like this 
can be used to initialize other methods as well. 

A number of  problems remain to be studied in more depth. One is the use of  prob- 
ability maps, which would allow voting over the entire images. Calculations of  sur- 
face orientation and depth can provide uncertainty measures that can be used for that. 
However, to derive probabilities for the more crude models we need to investigate the 
statistics of  these cues in more detail. 
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FigurelO: This image mask shows the result 
of  segmenting out (in white) the main planar 
surface from lmage 6 by using stereo dispari- 
ties for hypothesis generation and calculating 
the plane projectivity between the calibrated left 
and right image for verification. For reference 
see Briiutigam et al. (1996) 

Another problem concerns the initial- 
ization step: we have in this case used 
rather simple cues to form the first hy- 
pothesis. In an earlier paper (Br~iutigam 
et al. (1996)) we relied on a stereo cue 
to form the first hypothesis (actually also 
with calibration). Stereo provides a much 
stronger hypothesis. As is shown in our 
experiments our simplistic initialization 
sometimes give comparable results, al- 
though with a worse segmentation (com- 
pare Figure 6 to the results of  applying 
stereo disparities for hypothesis genera- 
tion and calculating the plane projectivity 
between the calibrated left and right im- 
age for verification as seen in Figure 10). 
Further work will investigate the the rela- 
tion between a weak and a strong initial- 

ization technique. 
In summary, our results indicate that a voting scheme of  the type we have used is 

effective provided that there is a reasonable number of cues that provide the needed 
information and that the underlying problem can be formulated in analogy to the plane 
finding problem. We have applied a number of  seemingly complex algorithms, that were 
available to us. Hence the computations here are sometimes considerable. However, 
most of  these algorithms can be replaced by methods based on the notion of a visual 
front-end (see Lindeberg (1995)) and therefore in fact also be made very fast. 
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